
Initially, the activities were carried out jointly with the University of Brasilia. In the first phase, the Dataverse 
network is being used for the addition and storage of research documents from individuals, institutional 
projects, and electronic journals. After that, the possibility of integration with the LOCKSS platform of 
the partner institutions will be used as the preservation repository of the stored material. Offering digital 
preservation services includes integrating the scientific data content of the connected institutions into a 
unified pattern; these mechanisms must facilitate the automation of processes of identification, storage, 
validation, and conversion of the content into new digital formats.

IBICT started a pilot project in 2015 and one of its objectives is to be a valuable contributor to the development 
of research data repositories in Brazil. The Cariniana Dataverse network is developing information products to 
promote the practice of digital curation at institutions with important collections in digital format. Coordinated 
by IBICT, the Dataverse repository is used by the Cariniana team to help network partners become proficient 
at using methods of insertion and storage of electronic documents in research data repositories.

Figure 15.1: Homepage of IBICT Dataverse Network Portal

15.1. INTRODUCTION

In the 20th century, at the time when the State was the main driving force for the management of information 
and documentation resources and services, the creation of intermediary information systems in Brazil became 
a matter of strategic importance. As a result of this, it was necessary to construct a scientific technical 
infrastructure, as well as to train qualified personnel in the management of the production of, access to 
and preservation of information in science and technology. Brazil’s government conferred upon the Brazilian 
Institute of Information in Science and Technology (IBICT) the responsibility to become the standard-bearer for 
core competencies in the process of treatment of, access to, and dissemination of information.

The Cariniana is a distributed preservation network, funded by IBICT, committed to national and international 
cooperation, promoting the management and dissemination of digital preservation practices and developing 
a sustainable digital preservation programme to support Brazilian universities and research centers’ needs 
and requirements. In 2012 IBICT recognized the need to address digital preservation issues, and it adopted 
the LOCKSS (Lots of Copies Keeps Stuff Safe2) approach as suitable for the needs of the Cariniana network. 
Its main focus concerns open access publications in Brazil. The network preserves journals, and doctoral 
theses, and it is just starting to cover scientific data to be deposited in a research data repository. The 
experimental phase, using LOCKSS open source, covered a year in 2013, and was supervised by LOCKSS 
staff from the University of Stanford. 

In 2015, the implementation of Cariniana’s Dataverse3 repository added significant new services to the digital 
preservation network which will help specialized libraries’ staff to deal with the demand from researchers for 
a trusted space for their datasets. IBICT is making available a repository for research data that is responsible 
for long term preservation and good archival practices, while researchers can share, keep control of, and 
receive recognition for their data. In addition, the repository supports the sharing of research data with 
persistent data citation and enables reproducible research. 

15.2. WHAT MOTIVATED THE REPOSITORY OF SCIENTIFIC DATA AT THE CARINIANA NETWORK? 

The Cariniana Network resulted from the need to create a digital preservation service of Brazilian electronic 
documents to ensure continuous access to these documents throughout time. The creation of the project 
for the preservation of research data was based on the idea that the more copies of a document that are 
stored in different places, the safer they will be. First, a centralized storage structure is used; then the 
content goes through distributed computer resources, with the participation of institutions that support 
electronic documents.
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Figure 15.2: Organogram of IBICT Dataverse Network

Currently, the repository is being used by twenty-nine Cariniana collaborators, from six institutions, who have 
deposited data as members of the network. Researchers may store any type of digital data on any subject 
specialism. The Dataverse repository hosts 89 studies uploaded on 23 dataverses from institutional and 
individual research projects. 

Dataverse is a large repository open to data from all disciplines and hosted by the Institute for Quantitative 
Social Science at Harvard University. The Dataverse repository at IBICT provides free-of-charge an available 
means to deposit, find, and access specific datasets that are being archived by researchers from the 
participating organizations. It will act as a steward of digital content, is open for data deposits from our 
institutions’ affiliated partners, and it shares content with all their researchers and librarians.

The Dataverse repository includes a relatively simple self-service ingest workflow for researchers; it also 
has the ability to share with trusted groups of researchers prior to publication, and it helps them fulfil Data 
Management Plan requirements. The Cariniana team was interested in Dataverse because it can be easily 
installed and maintained, and it can be brought online with a relatively small staff.

Nonetheless, the main reason Cariniana chose to make a Dataverse repository available to its partner 
institutions was the ability to integrate it with other systems; that is, LOCKSS and Archivematica4 for 
distributed and local long-term preservation, OJS5 for data publication, and DSpace6 for interoperability. 

15.3. WHAT SCIENTIFIC DATA IS ARCHIVED? 

Thanks to the technical cooperation agreements established for OJS journals, the Dataverse repository 
had allowed initial collaboration and support on the implementation of a scientific data preservation service. 
The target of the service is content from institutional and individual projects. IBICT Dataverse’s member 
service provides an individual space for deposit of archives or datasets for researchers, or a community 
of researchers and institutions. All the data that is being archived is automatically identified, linked, and 
supported with access mechanisms.

The datasets in Dataverse are considered a structural archive with standardized metadata to maximize 
its compatibility and retrieval. This helps researchers meet the requirements of the funding institutions for 
verification of research project data. All the metadata records are made available for research, and the 
service allows uploading of datasets identified by the author or institutional owner. Information from the 
dataverses can be used by local libraries in helping users with better-informed answers to their queries. 
Furthermore, Cariniana is collaborating with its partners’ institutions’ libraries in their management decisions 
regarding researchers’ data that needs to be processed by digital curation and archiving processes.

4 Archivematica: http://archivematica.org; accessed 5 February 2017.
5 PKP: https://pkp.sfu.ca/ojs/; accessed 5 February 2017.
6 DSPACE: http://dspace.org; accessed 5 February 2017. 
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16.1. THE EUROPEAN OPEN SCIENCE CLOUD

In 2016, the European Commission’s High Level Expert Group (HLEG) on the European Open Science Cloud 
published their Report.1 I was privileged to be a member of this HLEG. The Report is designed to establish 
a vision for the future of Research Data, particularly Open Data, in Europe. The main findings were:2

•  The majority of the challenges to reach a functional EOSC are social rather than technical.
•  The major technical challenge is the complexity of the data and analytics 

procedures across disciplines rather than the size of the data per se.
•  There is an alarming shortage of data experts both globally and in the European Union.
•  This is partly based on an archaic reward and funding system for science and innovation, 

sustaining the article culture and preventing effective data publishing and re-use.
•  The lack of core intermediary expertise has created a chasm between 

e-infrastructure providers and scientific domain specialists.
•  Despite the success of the European Strategy Forum on Research Infrastructures (ESFRI), 

fragmentation across domains still produces repetitive and isolated solutions.
•  The short and dispersed funding cycles of core research and e-infrastructures are not 

fit for the purpose of regulating and making effective use of global scientific data.
•  Ever larger distributed data sets are increasingly immobile (e.g. for sheer size 

and privacy reasons) and centralised HPC alone is insufficient to support 
critically federated and distributed meta-analysis and learning.

•  Notwithstanding the challenges, the components needed to create a first 
generation EOSC are largely there but they are lost in fragmentation and 
spread over 28 Member States and across different communities.

•  There is no dedicated and mandated effort or instrument to 
coordinate EOSC-type activities across Member States.

 
The Report proposed 4 Recommendations for Policy development, 4 for Governance and 7 for the next 
phase of Implementation.3 Policy Recommendation 4 captures the essence of the HLEG vision for the 
EOSC: ‘Frame the EOSC as the EU contribution to an Internet of FAIR Data and Services underpinned with 
open protocols.’ The Recommendations on Implementation spell out the need for a Roadmap for future 
development of the EOSC, with rules of engagement and a light-touch framework for governance. How 
easy will it be to deliver this bold vision? Let us consider two challenges: Funding and FAIR research data. 

15.4. WHAT COMES NEXT?

The repository requirements and policies on access, privacy, and reuse need to be well defined. Cariniana 
staff are establishing a curator service that will help organize data for preservation. A partner institution 
is planning financially to support the translation of the system’s user interface into Portuguese, and the 
Cariniana team has produced a user manual. The migration of Dataverse to version 4.0 will be accomplished 
in the current year. This procedure will be combined with an institutional strategy at IBICT for secure backups 
and the assignment of a persistent URL.

IBICT’s International Technical and Scientific Support Committee is establishing guidelines and 
recommendations for the repository. The Cariniana network is now discussing and planning further 
collaborative action and an integration of efforts. Its members consider Dataverse a trusted repository 
that allows for the long-term persistent access to scientific data, with mechanisms that incorporate full 
identification and the prevention of digital obsolescence. 

IBICT considers it fundamental to establish efficient management of data for the development of scientific 
research, with quality in all aspects related to organization, documentation, archiving, and sharing of 
scientific information. As the project evolves, new challenges arise, revealing new approaches to the 
scientific information digital workflow. In Brazil there are still relatively few research data repositories, but the 
impact of the contributions from the field of Library and Information Science is growing.
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